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Global Development：Features and Trends

The 20 1 8 China and the Wofld Symposium．held by the Contemporary Intemational

Relations Editorial Department，invited experts and scholars to analyze all-dimensional

global development，look forward to the future，and offer suggestions for China’S

diplomacy．Here are some reactions and predictions from that symposium．
Global Development and China’S Mission Wang Honggang

World Economy：Static but Evolving Zhang Yuncheng

2018 Worid Military Reform Guo Xiaobing

Network and Information Technology and New Industrial Revolution Zhang Li

America under the Trump Administration Qian Liwei

The Strategic Trend of Russia Li Dong

The Development and Strategic Trend of the EU Zhang Jian

The Strategic Trend of Japan and Its Impact on China FanXiaoju

The New Trend of India’S Rising as a Great Power Lf“

The Korean Peninsula at Present and in the Future Lf Jun

Worries Mixed with the Peaceful Situation of the South China Sea Xu Xiaotian

Southeast Asia in 2017 and Its Relations with China ZhangXuegang

The Challenges China Faces in the New Era Sun RⅣ

Four Characteristics of PoliticaI Situation in the MiddleEast^7跏Xinchun

CentralAsia and Cooperation on Jointly Building B＆R Ding Xiaoxing

Latin America’S Participation in the Belt and Road Initiative Wu Hongying

Counterterrorism Efrortsand Better Protection of Overseas Interests Fu Xiaoqiang

World Economy
A Review of China-US Economic and，11阻de Relations(2007．2015) Yu Xiang

In order to find indications for future bilateral relations．it iS worth reviewing the

development of China-US economic and trade relations in recent history．Generally

speaking，the nine years between2007 and 2015 saw non-stop progress in China and US

trade and economic ties．The China．US interdependent and complementary economic and
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trade connections ensure that bilateral relations are constantly developing and me唱ing

following their interdependent paths；the global challenges，such as the financial crisis

and recent extreme weather events，have allowed China and the US to be in the same

boat，weathering these different forms of turbulence．Decisions on important domestic

policies and disputes Can nowbe discussed earlier and effectively following on from the

construction of multi—dimensional crisis management mechanisms．But undeniably there

are unsettled and conflicting points in their relations．such as the fact that the US

strategically excludes China from its free trade agenda，not willing to accept many

everyday items manufactured by China．This is a major obstacle preventing their

relationships deepening．History tells US，in future，if both sides could have a bigger

vision，relations wouldbetter develop，for the new type ofmajor power relationsand the

subsequent road would be less rocky and bring more benefits for the peoples of both

countries．

China’S Theory

China’S Common Interest Theory in the Context of International Strategy

LiuXiaoyang 124

Common interest iS the shared and convergent parts of nationalinterests in the state of

inter-dependency,composed of common benefits and common threats，and provides the

foundation for international cooperation under bilateral，multilateral and global

frameworks．This Paper will take the coneept of common interest on the level of

international politics as the core and supplement it with thoughts，ideas and practices of

the CPC and China’S govemment leaders to sort out innovations made in China’S

common interest theory and international strategic thoughts since 1 989，as well as sumup

the basic implications of China’S common interest theory and the rules ofits evolution SO

as to offer a brandnew dimension for Marxist intemational strategic studies in China．
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